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2. - DEFD.O:TION OF :f'T MEASUREMENT 
The short circuit forward· current transfer ratio for a two port 
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At room temperature 
kT/q = 26 millivolts. ' 
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Th.ere:f'ore, for mediupi;power transistor~ r' e will be 50 ohms 
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less. From equation 4o and 42 
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, then from equations 54, 56, and 57 
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-h21 = h' 21 (h22 + Yr,) (h11 + zs) 
{Y1 Zs c:, 1) + h12 h '21 
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· · If Zc is considered as a resistance with series inductance and 
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' I _; :_ Wcsc Rsc )) 1 (68) . 
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This term then can be eHrn:fnated from equation· 6o. 
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-base line vas 93 ohms· and the emitter and collector bias· lines 
were 50. __ obms. The cables ·were cut to provide _a minimum impedance 
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!I.be measurement is made by shortitlg the base and. collector 
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